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whopi2100
2019

In view of the health context linked to the spread of the coronavirus, the methods of organisation and evaluation of the learning
units could be adapted in different situations; these possible new methods have been - or will be - communicated by the
teachers to the students.

4 credits 30.0 h Q1

Teacher(s) Briquet Caroline ;Dalleur Olivia (coordinator) ;Lambaux Bénédicte ;Pirlot Catherine ;Quennery

Stéfanie ;Spinewine Anne ;WOUTERS Dominique Marie ;

Language : French

Place of the course Bruxelles Woluwe

Main themes - Specific legislation on the exercise of the pharmaceutical art in Belgian hospitals.

- Position the Pharmacy Service in the general structure of the hospital

- Funding of the pharmacy within the hospital: management rules, ...

- The principles of organization of the pharmacy department (purchasing, stock management, dispensation,
technologies)

Aims
1

The course aims to provide students with the legal and normative rules governing the exercise of pharmacy
in hospitals.

- - - -
The contribution of this Teaching Unit to the development and command of the skills and learning outcomes of the programme(s)
can be accessed at the end of this sheet, in the section entitled “Programmes/courses offering this Teaching Unit”.

Evaluation methods Due to the COVID-19 crisis, the information in this section is particularly likely to change.
written examination

Content The course links between the regulatory requirements (legislation, Royal Decrees and Ministerial Orders), and the
practice experienced by students during their trainings (supply management, dispensation...). How the legal and
normative requirements are encountered in practice every day?

Bibliography
Diaporamas mis à disposition des étudiants

matériel disponible sur Moodle (articles de loi,...)

Faculty or entity in

charge

FARM
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Programmes containing this learning unit (UE)

Program title Acronym Credits Prerequisite Aims

Advanced Master in Hospital

Pharmacy
HOPI2MC 4

../ppe2019/en-prog-2019-hopi2mc.html
https://sites.uclouvain.be/archives-portail/ppe2019/en-prog-2019-hopi2mc-cours_acquis_apprentissages.html

